Modern Ideas.

ROOM B

OUR STORY
Room B is a Canadian furniture design and manufacturing
company. We’re dedicated to building lasting relationships
between people and their spaces through thoughtfully designed
products. Since 2010 we’ve created meaningful and enduring
products through dedicated service, empathic design, and
quality manufacturing. In addition to our Canadian-made
items, we’ve formed great partnerships with like-minded
European design companies to provide a vast collection of
complementary products for every situation.
Our team is comprised of creative thinkers and resourceful
problem solvers. We’re fueled by challenges and we’re
driven to provide divergent solutions. We embrace and
encourage progression within our industry by being responsive
to new principles, technologies, and processes. At Room
B we take pride in our ingenuity and our determination to
deliver products of the highest quality.
Through human-centred design principles we address
ergonomic, comfort, and functionality factors. We prioritize
the details and create aesthetically pleasing, and adaptable
products. We implement our design criteria with quality
materials, precision manufacturing, and great care. The
outcome is a highly refined and durable product with lasting
appeal. The culmination of these elements in Room B products
provides an enhanced user experience, and creates a
sense of ease and satisfaction.
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MODERN IDEAS

L–R: Relax Chair, Disc Table, Round Ottoman, Latitude Sectional, Capital Side Table, Tercero Coffee Table, Belle NA Armchair.

TRUE CRAFTSMANSHIP
Craftsmanship is embedded in every aspect of Room B.
From customer service and product design, through to
manufacturing and order fulfillment, each of our products
represents our true and tangible commitment to excellence
and refined design.

EVERY DETAIL COUNTS
We create thoughtfully engineered and beautifully crafted
products that act as a cornerstone item for any environment.
Our dedication to quality is evident through our attentiveness
and examination of every last detail.
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ROOM B

POLY LOUNGE CHAIR

DISC COFFEE TABLE

BOREAL CHAIR

Upholstered lounge chair with swivel
base. Multiple finishes available.

Available in two heights, three
diameters, and a variety of finishes.

Durable solid wood stacking chair with
optional upholstered seat.

NOVA TABLE

LATITUDE HIGH BACK SOFA

Robust steel frame in a multitude of sizes.
Plywood top with durable HPL surface.

Upholstered walls for comfort and
privacy. Multiple upholstery options.
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MODERN IDEAS

ROYA ARMCHAIR

CANOPY COFFEE TABLE

ROYA CHAIR

Sculpted solid hardwood frame with
optional upholstered seat.

Stout concrete base with a durable
solid hardwood top.

Stackable solid hardwood chair with
multiple upholstery and finish options.

PROP TABLE

ROYA STOOL

NOVA HIGH TABLE

Rectilinear, round, and square tops.
Multiple finishes available.

Solid hardwood bar height stool with
optional upholstered seat.

Steel frame optimized for bar
height. Plywood top with HPL surface.
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KINZO TASK CHAIR

ELEMENT TUBE STOOL

ARCH BENCH

Aluminum frame with mesh seat. Heightadjustable base, optional casters.

Steel tube frame with moulded plywood
seat. Optional front face / full upholstery.

Robust plywood frame with hardwood
veneer. Three standard widths available.

NOVA WORKSTATION

LATITUDE LOUNGE CHAIR

Modular steel frame components. Accompanying
accessories and productivity features available.

Fully upholstered chair. Multiple
upholstery configurations available.
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MODERN IDEAS

PADOVA BL ARMCHAIR

CAPITAL COFFEE TABLE

RM56 ARMCHAIR

Upholstered technopolymer seat shell.
Multiple base styles available.

Rectilinear and round tables in multiple
heights, sizes, and configurations.

Moulded plywood seat shell, optional
cushion. Geometric formed steel base.

TERCERO COFFEE TABLE

LATITUDE THREE-SEAT SOFA

Solid hardwood table available in
multiple heights, diameters, and finishes.

Highly versatile and comfortable sofa. Multiple
upholstery configurations available.
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